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ABSTRACT
The quality of life of 50 end stage renal disease

(ESRD) patients on

hemodialysis was evaluated before and after kidney transplantation (KTx). Mean
duration of the patients' hemodialysis was 3 years and mean postoperative period
was 2.4 years when tested. Common problems of such patients such as depression,
sleep disorders, energy pattern disruption, sex-life difficulties, and appetite
disorders were assessed using a five point scale (very good, good, medium,
difficult and disabled). Following renal transplant, more than 80% of patients
showed an improvement in several aspects in this regard.
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PATIENTS AND METHODS

INTRODUCTION
It is the goal of modern Inedicine to do more than save

The current study used a self-rating questionnaire to

lives. The entire life of the patient from all aspects-social,

evaluate the quality of life in 50 hemodialysis patients

physical, and psychological-is now considered the focus of

before and after KTx. Mean duration of hemodialysis was 3

the physician. Thus, according to such modern standards, a

years and mean postoperative time was 2.4 years when

life-saving intervention such as kidney transplantation (KTx)

tested. No patient was tested less than 3 months following

is expected to do more than merely prolong life.4,s In order

transplant. Participants were 68% male and 32% female,

to be considered worth the risks, effort, time, and expertise

with an average age of 31. Approximately 55% of transplant

involved, K'fx must also contribute to the overall health of

recipients had serum creatinine levels between 1-1.4 mg/elL

the patient. This overall health is referred to by some as

and only 3% had serum creatinine levels between 2.5-2.9

quality of life.3

mg/elL.

Table I. Factors considered in order to assess the quality of life .
.

..

Factor

Dimension
Physical health

Physical energy, exercise, appetite, sleep

Psychological health

Overall mood, depression, hope for life, plans for the future

Family relations

Number of children, sex-life

Occupation

Type of occupation, hours worked daily

195

Quality of Life Following Kidney Transplant
Table II. Comparison of different factors influencing the quality of life in
hemodialysis and kidney transplant recipients.

�

Depression

Group

Sleep

disorder

Energy
problem

Sex-life

Appetite

disturbance

disorder

Hemodialysis
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patient, pre-

70%

76%

80%

70%

82%

6%

4%

3%

20%

0%

KTx
After KTx

For the purposes of this investigation, a questionnaire
was developed measuring certain factors of key dimensions
related to quality of life (Table I).
Finally, a five point scale was used to evaluate the
patients' status in regard to these factors. Life quality was
graded as either very good, good, medium, difficult, or
disabl�d.

data is needed to help end stage renal failure patients on
dialysis make appropriate decisions regarding KTx. It might
also prove KTx to b e more than a life saving device available
to medicine and to the society, i.e., a method to improve the
quality of life of patients and, by extension, the society.
Data of this study showed KTx to have a positive effect
on several dimensions of quality of life in patients on
hemodialysis. Quality of life has been associated with
overall well-being, low levels of dysfunctional stress, and

RESULTS

physical as well as psychological health. Renal transplant

In more than 80% of patients there was an improvement
in several dimensions of quality of life following KTx. The

can thus be considered a cost-effective intervention both in
saving lives and in improving the quality of lives.

comparison of patients' problems while under hemodialysis
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